
Plan Your Route 
Before starting your transformation journey,

you’ll need a map. By collecting and analyzing

comprehensive endpoint data, IT can clearly

see all the hardware and software across the

organization, identify any compatibility

roadblocks, determine which users are fit to

migrate, and accurately estimate costs for

right-sizing deployments. 

Hit the Road  
When it’s finally time to hit the switch, data will provide critical guideposts.

Monitoring hardware and app performance, resource usage, and even end-

user experience scores throughout the process will not only alert IT to

potential bumps in the road, but also give teams the opportunity to get

ahead of issues. 

Roadmap to 
a Successful
Transformation 
To keep up with today’s flexible work environments
and evolving business needs, enterprises need the
latest technology to stay agile and competitive. 
But the journey to a successful transformation isn’t
always easy — especially without knowing exactly
what lies ahead. 

So how can your organization get started on the
right path? Here’s a look at how data can drive
smoother migrations and deployments. 

Gauge Your Readiness 
Is your organization ready for this kind of transformation? With complete visibility across

the IT estate — from device and app performance to user behavior — leaders can assess

whether the timing is right, if infrastructures and end users are ready to make this change,

and if there are enough resources to get this project off the ground.  

Look Beyond 
the Horizon  
The journey doesn’t end

with deployment.

Continuous visibility of

real-time and historical

data can show IT and

business leaders the real

impact new technology

has on digital experiences

and productivity, as well as

uncover areas to improve

and ways to optimize. 

Need more direction?
Explore how Lakeside
Software can help you

steer your next
transformation project.

About Lakeside 
Lakeside Software is how organizations with large,

complex IT environments can finally get visibility across
their entire digital estate and see how to do more with

less. For far too long, IT teams have struggled to see
what’s going on in their dark estate — where costly

inefficiencies, poor employee experiences, and
unresolved problems hide. Only Lakeside lets you give

everyone a better view, so they can see the hidden
issues, see the smartest fixes, and see the biggest

savings. That’s why so many of the world’s leading global
brands rely on Lakeside. And it’s how our customers 

see an average ROI of more than 250%. Lakeside. 
Give everyone a better view.™ 

http://lakesidesoftware.com/endpoint-transformation

